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TECHNICAL NOTES
Abstract: This note presents the results of a study on the variation of the strength of geomaterials. A general isotropic strength c
is proposed which unifies the peak strength and critical state~or steady state! strength into one strength criterion. The proposed criterio
describes the strength of a geomaterial in terms of its current stress state, its current voids ratio, and the bonding of its constitu
proposed criterion has been applied to sand, clay, cemented sand and rocks. Based on comparisons presented between
simulations and experimental data, it is seen that the proposed criterion describes successfully the isotropic strength of all these
for general stress conditions.
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Introduction

The shearing strength of geomaterials has always been a focu
interest in geotechnical engineering. This is because of the k
role that strength mobilization plays in determining the behavi
of most geotechnical structures, and because of the usual nee
designers to ensure an adequate margin of safety against fail
i.e., the point where the ultimate shearing resistance is mobiliz

The formulation of the Coulomb strength criterion in 177
~Heyman 1972! was perhaps the most significant work in th
early development of theoretical soil mechanics, and the sub
quent Mohr–Coulomb criterion is now one of the most popul
strength criteria in use today. Much research has also been c
ducted throughout the past century on the study of the strength
geomaterials~Hvorslev 1937; Roscoe et al. 1958; Rowe 1962
Mogi 1971; Lade 1977; Matsuoka and Nakai 1982!. With respect
to shearing resistance, the following features are generally c
sidered important for engineering design and for numerical sim
lation of the performance of geotechnical structures:

1. The strength of a geomaterial is dependent on the mag
tudes of all three principal stresses. It appears that the sh
of the failure surface in principal stress space may be diffe
ent for different geomaterials;

2. Various strength criteria of geomaterials may be identifie
e.g., the peak strength and the postpeak strength. Usually
peak strength is of major concern, but there may be proble
in which the postpeak behavior, is also important; and
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3. The strength of a geomaterial is usually influenced by
presence of cementation, reinforcement, and soil structu

However, there appear to be few consistent strength criteri
any, able to describe all the above features.

This paper reviews both the peak strength and postp
strength of geomaterials. A general isotropic strength criterio
proposed which describes the strengths of a wide range of
materials by a single equation. Based on this semi-empi
strength criterion, a generalized shear stress parameter is als
fined. This generalized shear stress provides a useful parame
which to interpret the shearing behavior of geomaterials obse
in various laboratory testing apparatuses, such as the conven
triaxial test, the true triaxial test, and the hollow cylinder appa
tus. The proposed criterion is used to simulate the strength
many geo-materials in different situations, and comparisons
made between these simulations and some available experim
data.

The anisotropic strength of some natural soils is not studie
this paper. Whether the strength criterion proposed in this p
can be extended to include these aspects will be an issue e
ined in work.

Critical State Strength

General Expression for Critical State Strength

The concept of a critical state of deformation of soil has b
extensively studied and well documented~Casagrande 1936
Hvorslev 1937; Schofield and Wroth 1968; Been and Jeff
1985; Bolton 1986; Ishihara 1993; Chu 1995!. The earlier work in
this area identified critical states for laboratory reconstituted s
However, it has been demonstrated that a critical state exist
other geomaterials, such as naturally and artificially ceme
sands, and soft and hard rocks~Carter and Airey 1994; Novello
and Johnston 1995!. The critical state strengths of soils are exa
ined first because these strengths are independent of the me
of sample preparation and initial soil conditions. Subseque
the criterion will be extended to describe the peak strength
soils and other geomaterials.

,
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The following three features characterize the strength criter
of geomaterials at the critical state~Schofield and Wroth 1968;
Muir-Wood 1990!:
1. The criterion can be expressed in terms of the three stre

invariants;
2. The criterion is a homogeneous equation; and
3. The shape of the critical state surface in principal stre

space is a linear cone, with the apex of the cone being at t
origin of stress space and only that part of the surface wi
positive ~compressive! values for all three principal stresses
is valid.

Consequently, the critical state strength criterion is determined
the shape of the strength surface in thep plane, which can be
identified from tests performed with a true triaxial apparatus. I
this paper thep plane is defined and plotted in terms of Cartesia
coordinates as follows:

x5&~s282s38!
(1)

y5A2

3
~s182p8!

wherep85mean effective stress, given by

p85 1
3 ~s181s281s38! (2)

s18 , s28, ands38 are the principal effective stress components.
After reviewing a large body of experimental data, Liu~1991!

proposed the following general stress parameter that can be u
to define the critical state strength surface:

f 25
~s181s281s38!@~s181s281s38!22s~s18

21s28
21s38

2!#

s18s28s38

22719s (3)

wheres5material constant. As demonstrated later in this pape
equations that assign a constant value to the parameterf 2 define
critical state failure surfaces for geomaterials. Because tens
normal stresses cannot be applied to soils at the critical state
deformation, the valid range for Eq.~3! is as follows:

s18.0

s28.0

s38.0
(4)

Fig. 1. Critical state strength surfaces inp plane (fcs532°;
p85100 kPa)
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The variation of the critical state surface (f 25constant) with
parameters has been calculated, and its shape in thep plane is
indicated in Fig. 1. Whens51 the proposed criterion coincides
with the Matsuoka–Nakai~1982! criterion and can also be seen as
a reasonable mathematical approximation of the Mohr–Coulomb
criterion in general stress space. Whens50 the new criterion
coincides with the Lade~1977! criterion, and it approaches the
von Mises criterion as the value ofs further decreases. The varia-
tion with s of fex, the angle of shearing resistance for a conven-
tional triaxial extension test, is shown in Table 1. In these calcu-
lations, the angle for a conventional triaxial compression test
fcm , is assumed to be 32°.

The value ofs can be determined from two sets of stress for
soil at the critical state, one from a triaxial compression test and
the other from a triaxial extension test, because the two stres
states yield the same value off 2 for a given material.

Generalized Stress Ratio h† and Generalized Shear
Stress q †

It is seen from Table 1 that the value off 2 varies greatly withs.
To link the value off 2 directly to the familiar concept of stress
ratio, a generalized stress ratioh∧ is defined as follows:

h∧5
2b f 21Af 2~ f 2127215s!c

f 2127215s1Af 2~ f 2127215s!
(5)

For a stress state where the intermediate principal stress is equ
to the mean stress~see point A in Fig. 2!, h∧ is equal to the ratio
of the maximum shear stress divided by one-half of the mean
stress, i.e.,

h∧5
2~s182s38!

s181s38
if s285

~s181s38!

2
(6)

It can also be shown thath∧ is a monotonic function off 2 and
h∧50 if f 250. It is assumed therefore that stress conditions with
the same value ofh∧ correspond to the same degree of shear
strength mobilization. Similarly, a generalized shear stressq∧ is
proposed here as follows:

q∧5p8h∧ (7)

A critical state strength criterion is thus proposed as

h∧5Mcs
∧ (8)

whereMcs
∧ 5critical state value forh∧, which can be calculated

from any critical state of stress via Eqs.~3! and ~5!.
The purpose of defining a generalized stress ratioh∧ and a

generalized shear stressq∧ is to provide alternative stress quanti-
ties for constitutive modeling of geomaterials. The corresponding
conventional stress quantities are the stress ratioh and the shear
stressq, defined as

q5
1

&
A@~s182s28!21~s282s38!21~s382s18!2# (9)

h5
q

p8
(10)

Table 1. Variation of fex with s for fcm532°

s 1.0 0.75 0.5 0.2 0 21 22 210 220

fex~deg! 32 33.8 34.9 35.7 36.1 37.3 37.8 38.8 39

f 2 6.25 9.08 11.91 15.3 17.6 28.9 40.2 130.9 244.2
BER 2003
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Because the failure loci for most geomaterials in thep plane are
not circles, the failure surface cannot be expressed as simpl
h5constant orq5constant. It is reasonable to expect that th
mathematical form of the failure locus could be very complicate
However, if the failure locus for most geomaterials in thep plane
can be simulated quite well by Eq.~3!, the failure surface can be
expressed conveniently ash∧5constant orq∧5constant. The
generalized shear stressq∧ and the generalized stress ratioh∧ are
therefore two powerful stress quantities with which to descri
the behavior of geomaterial in general stress space.

Modeling Strength Variation

Unlike the critical state strength, the peak strength of a geoma
rial is not an intrinsic material property, but varies with facto
such as soil stress, strain state and soil structure. The purpose
in Modeling Strength Variation is to demonstrate how th
strengths mobilized at various stages of loading can be descr
satisfactorily using the generalized stress quantities and Eq.~3!.
These strengths include the peak strength and the critical s
strength, as well as the transition between these two states.
tropic features of soil strength only are of concern, so that
general the transition between the various strengths can be
garded as a rigid translation of the strength surface along the
in stress space defined bys185s285s38 , and also perhaps by iso
tropic expansion or contraction of the strength surface. Afte
rigid, isotropic translation, the critical state strength surface, giv
by Eq. ~3!, can be expressed as follows:

Fig. 2. Generalized stress ratioh∧
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f̂ 25~s181s281s3813C!H ~s181s281s3813C!2

~s181C!~s281C!~s381C!

2
s@s18

21s28
21s38

212C~s181s281s38!13C2#

~s181C!~s281C!~s381C! J 22719s

(11)

whereC5magnitude of the isotropic translation, andC depends
on the cohesion of the material. The valid range for Eq.~11!, i.e.,
the rigidly transferred strength surface, is therefore as follows;

s181C.0

s281C.0

s381C.0
(12)

Tensile normal stress cannot be applied to a noncohesive m
terial, and thereforeC50 for a noncohesive material.

The generalized shear stress ratioĥ and shear stressq̂, modi-
fied by the rigid isotropic translation, can also be calculated from
Eqs.~5! and~7!, respectively, by substitutingf̂ 2 for f 2

∧ andĥ for
h∧.

The isotropic variation in material strength can be modeled
simply by a mapping quantity,L. Therefore, the general critical
state strength criterion, Eq.~8!, can be modified to take into ac-
count the influence of the isotropic variation of the strength, so
the following general isotropic strength criterion for geomaterials
is proposed:

ĥp5LMcs
∧ (13)

Eq. ~13! represents both the peak strength and the critical sta
strength of geomaterials, and includes the isotropic translatio
and variation of the peak strength arising from factors such as th
stress level, voids ratio, cementation and the structure of natur
geomaterials. It may also be noted that the relationship betwee
the peak strength of a geomaterial and its final strength is hiera
chical in nature so it could also be obtained from the disturbe
state concept proposed by Desai~2001!.

Granular materials and reconstituted clays possess no coh
sion. Therefore, the tip of the conical strength surface is set at th
origin of the three-dimensional principal stress space, i.e.,C50.
For these soils, it has been demonstrated by Been and Jeffer
~1985! that the effect of voids ratio and stress level on the pea
strength can be described by a single parameter, the state para
eterF, i.e.,

F5e2ecs1l ln p8 (14)
Table 2. Values of Soil Parameters for Strength Surface in thep Plane

Soil and figure number Reference Test s
C

~kPa! ĥp Comments

Grundite clay, Fig. 3 Lade and Musante~1978! p85162 kPa 0 0 1.09 s constant

p85124 kPa 0 0 1.13

p8579 kPa 0 0 1.21

Monterey No. 0 sand, Fig. 4 Reddy and Saxena~1993! p85276 kPa s and ĥp constant

p85207 kPa 215 0 1.49

p85138 kPa

Ottawa sand, Fig. 5 Ko and Scott~1968! e50.61 20.8 0 1.375 s varied

e50.52 0.68 0 1.562
AL JOURNAL OF GEOMECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER 2003 / 255
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where e5the voids ratio, andecs and l are the standard soil
parameters that define the critical state line. It has also been d
onstrated that the peak strength,hp

∧ , for sands and reconstituted
clays varies linearly withF as follows ~Liu 1991; Muir-Wood
et al. 1994!:

hp
∧5~12b1F!Mcs

∧ (15a)

whereb15a soil strength parameter. Hence for sands and rec
stituted clays the mapping parameterL may be expressed as

L512b1F (16)

Evaluation of General Strength Criterion

Shape of Failure Surface in p Plane

Because only geomaterial strength that is isotropic is of conc
in this paper, this material strength can be described comple
by the three stress invariants. The entire failure surface,
‘‘strength surface,’’ can thus be shown in the principal stre
space and it can also be projected onto two planes thep plane and
the p8–q plane. The shape of the strength surface for soils in
p plane is discussed here.

It can be seen from the proposed equations, Eqs.~11! and~13!,
that the shape of the strength surface is determined by the par
eters, and that the size of the surface is determined byĥp . The
failure surfaces for three soils are considered. They are recon
tuted Grundite clay, Monterey No. 0 sand, and Ottawa sand. N
has genuine cohesion and as a result,C50 for all four soils. The
sources of the test data and the values of soil parameters ident
are shown in Table 2.

Comparisons between the theoretical simulations and the
perimental data are shown in Figs. 3–5. It is seen that the p
posed general strength criterion describes very satisfactorily
strength surfaces for all these soils. It has also been widely
served that the isotropic strength surfaces for many soils in thp
plane fall into the range described by the proposed strength
terion illustrated in Fig. 1~Shibata and Karube 1965; Mastuok
and Nakai 1982; Silvestri et al. 1988; Lewin and Allman 1992!.

Fig. 3. Strength surface for grundite clay inp plane~test data after
Lade and Musante 1978!
256 / INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF GEOMECHANICS © ASCE / DECE
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Peak Strength of Sands and Reconstituted Clays

As discussed in Evaluation of General Strength Criterion, th
peak strength for sands and reconstituted clays can be expres
in terms of the state parameter by the following equation:

M p
∧5~12b1F!Mcs

∧ (15b)

The experimental data on the peak strength of sands summ
rized by Been and Jefferies~1985! are investigated here. The
following values for critical state friction angles were used to
predict the bounds on the peak strength:fcsu534.6° andfcsl

530.5°.
Two values forb1 were assumed, and they areb151.0 and

1.2. Both the predictions and the experimental data are shown
Fig. 6. It is observed that the proposed linear relationship repr
sents satisfactorily the variation of peak strength with the sta

Fig. 4. Strength surface for uncemented Monterey sand inp plane
~test data after Reddy and Saxena 1993!

Fig. 5. Strength surface for Ottawa sand inp plane~test data after
Ko and Scott 1968!
MBER 2003
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parameter. The experimental data include eight different types
sand. In situations where there is a lack of detailed informatio
the general trend summarized by Been and Jefferies~1985! may
be adopted. Therefore, the following equation is suggested
sands and reconstituted clays:

M p
∧5~12F!Mcs

∧ (17)

Strength of Cemented Sands

For cemented sands and some natural clays that exhibit ceme
tion the effects of cohesion on the material strength should
modeled. Two sets of experimental data are examined. The fi
set of data includes some conventional triaxial compression te
on both uncemented and artificially cemented sand~Clough et al.
1981!. For the cemented specimens, two different cement perce
ages~by weight! were considered, 2 and 4%. The values of th
material parameters used for the theoretical simulations are lis
in Table 3. A comparison between the simulations and the expe
mental data is shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that the variation in t
peak strength for the artificially cemented sand is successfu
described by the proposed criterion.

The second set of experimental data includes some true tria
tests on another artificially cemented Monterey No. 0 sa
~Reddy and Saxena 1993!. The cement content for this series o
tests was 2% by weight. Three different values of the mean
fective stress are considered,p85138, 207, and 276 kPa. The
values of material parameters for this cemented sand were id
tified according to the physical meaning of each parameter. P

Fig. 6. Comparison of the prediction of peak strength with sta
parameter with experimental data from Been and Jeffries~1985!

Table 3. Values of Material Parameters for Artificially Cemente
Sand

Cement content
~%! Mcs

∧
C

~kPa! L Comments

0 1.37 0 1 Both the friction angle
and cohesion

are independent
of the stress
level for p8

up to 1,000 kPa
2 1.42 46 1
4 1.46 175 1
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rameterC was determined by the translation of the failure surface
due to cementation, and the magnitude of the translation can b
interpreted from the failure curves at three different stress levels
Parameters was determined from the shape of the failure surface
in the p plane, and parameterM̂ p was determined by the magni-
tude of the failure surface in thep plane. M̂ p is found to be
constant for all three different stress levels, and thereforeL51.
The values of material parameters determined for this cemente
sand areM̂ p51.527,s5215, C535 kPa, andL51.

It is found that all the material parameters can be assumed t
be independent of the stress level for this series of tests. Both th
experimental data and the theoretical simulations are shown i
Fig. 8. It is seen that the strength surface of the cemente
Monterey No. 0 sand has been modeled very satisfactorily. In
comparing the results for the cemented and uncemented Monter
No. 0 sand, it is seen that cementation affects the strength of th
sand in two important ways. Obviously, the cemented sand ha
cohesion, but it also exhibits a higher angle of friction than the
uncemented sand. However, the shape of the strength surface a
pears to remain the same, independent of the cement content, i.
a value ofs5215 is found for both uncemented and cemented
Monterey No. 0 sand. The strength surfaces in thep plane for
other cemented sands and clays are also found to fall into th
range described by the proposed strength criterion~Matsuoka and
Sun 1995!.

Strength of Rocks

A fractured rock mass has no true cohesion~only interlocking
rock fragments!, and thereforeC50. In this situation the strength
equation for a rock mass can be obtained from the proposed ge
eral isotropic criterion, Eq.~13! as follows:

hp
∧5LMcs

∧ (18)

It should be pointed out that the form of parameterL is likely to
depend on the type of material as well as on its structure.

Tests on Trachyte carried out by Mogi~1971! are quoted here
to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed strength criterio
for intact rocks. The values of the rock parameters used to gen
erate the theoretical strength envelopes are listed in Table 4. Bo
the measured and simulated peak strengths for the Trachyte a
shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the mean stress. A comparison o
the theoretical and experimental strength surfaces in thep plane

Fig. 7. Strength of cemented sand~test data after Clough et al. 1981!
NAL JOURNAL OF GEOMECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER 2003 / 257
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is shown in Fig. 10. It is seen that the strength of Trachyte ro
has been successfully represented by the proposed strength c
rion.

The strength equation for intact Trachyte can be written
follows:

hp
∧52.7F12231024S p8

pa
D G (19a)

where

f̂ 25~s181s281s38119,800!

3H ~s181s281s38119,800!2

~s1816,600!~s2816,600!~s3816,600!

1
20@s18

21s28
21s38

2113,200~s181s281s38!11.33108#

~s1816,600!~s2816,600!~s3816,600! J
2207 (19b)

wherepa5standard atmosphere pressure, and the stress units
expressed in kPa.

The valid range for the above equation is26,600 kPa<p8
<250,000 kPa. For the simulation, the value of the stress ra
corresponding to the critical state strengthMcs

∧ was assigned as
2.7.

Accurate identification of the critical state strength for rock
can be very complicated. A detailed study of the applicability
the critical state concept for rocks and its determination can
found in a paper by Novello and Johnston~1995!. Although map-
ping parameterL will be affected if some other value forMcs

∧ is
adopted, Eqs.~19a! and~19b! are not affected by different values
selected forMcs

∧ . It has also been observed that the trends o

Fig. 8. Strength surface for cemented Monterey sand inp plane~test
data after Reddy and Saxena 1993!

Table 4. Values of Material Parameters for Trachyte

Material Mcs
∧ s

C
~kPa! L

Trachyte rock 2.7 220 6,600 1 – 231024(p8/pa8)
258 / INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF GEOMECHANICS © ASCE / DECEM
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served for some other rock masses and intact rocks are similar
those of the Trachyte considered here~Hoek 1983; Kim and Lade
1984; Yassin 1988; Senseny et al. 1992!.

Conclusions

A study of the strength of various geomaterials was described an
a general critical state strength criterion was proposed. This cr
terion includes the variation of the strength surface for differen
materials, e.g., the surface in thep plane can vary from an ap-
proximation to the Mohr–Coulomb surface to an approximate
von Mises surface by adjustment of the value of one parameter.
more general isotropic strength criterion was then derived from
the critical state strength criterion. The new criterion included the
effect of bonding, from the type found in weakly cemented natu
ral soils to a much stronger form in intact rocks, and the effect o
other factors such as the stress level and voids ratio.

Based on the form of the proposed strength criterion, a gene
alized shear stress and a generalized shear stress ratio were a

Fig. 9. Triaxial compression strength of Trachyte rock~test data after
Mogi 1971!

Fig. 10. Strength surface for Trachyte rock inp plane~test data after
Mogi 1971!
BER 2003
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proposed. These parameters provide one standard way by wh
to interpret the shearing behavior of a geomaterial measured fro
laboratory tests with various apparatuses. For example, the she
ing behavior of a geomaterial measured from simple shear te
and measurements for the same material made in a true triax
test can be examined in the same coordinate system, i.e., in
distortional strain and the general shear stress plane.

The proposed general isotropic strength criterion was em
ployed to simulate the strength of a range of geomaterials
various situations. Predictions were compared with experiment
data, and very good agreement was observed. It was seen
proposed criterion is suitable for describing the strengths of man
geomaterials such as clays, sands, cemented sands, and rock
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